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After a long time. 

Feng Wu Huo stared until his eyes were sore. 

Only the result made him a little reluctant. 

Apart from the fact that he was still skilled in dispensing medicine and still had a dangling needle hand. 

He could no longer see anything particularly outstanding about Lin Mo. 

If it was an ordinary young man, he could have such a level of skill. 

Feng Wu Huo would have praised him, but Lin Mo was a Chinese medical saint. 

He was the leading figure of the younger generation within the medical circle. 

Seeing his performance now, Lin Mo did not seem to deserve that honour. 

Just as Feng Wu Huo continued to ponder. 

The silver needles that were flying around in the sky had all been submerged into Lin Wu Huan’s body. 

At this moment, Lin Mo also spoke up. 

“Xue Lian, as we said, you help me stabilize Hatedless’ mind!” 

As the words fell, his originally calm expression suddenly became serious and earnest. 

After Xue Lian exchanged a glance with him, she nodded seriously. 

As the show arms lifted up. 

A pure white lotus flower instantly coalesced between Xue Lian’s hands. 

With the appearance of this object. 

A faint fragrance of medicinal herbs wafted throughout the room. 

As Lin Mo looked at this white lotus, a look of amazement appeared in his eyes. 

Between breaths, he only felt his body’s meridians soothe. 

The spirit that was still slightly tinged shook violently. 

It was as if he had been hit with chicken blood and suddenly became energised. 

On the other hand, Feng Wu Huo at the side directly exclaimed out loud. 

“Dunhuang Holy Relic, the Eighth Grade White Lotus, the Red Lotus Body!” 

The Red Lotus Body represented the system of the top heavenly talent of the Dunhuang Sacred Domain. 



The white lotus was even rarer than this constitution, and this item could only be condensed by the Red 

Lotus Body, sensing the Great Dao. 

Even if you look around the world, this white lotus is among the top holy items. 

According to legend, once the white lotus has formed twelve petals, the object can be promoted to the 

world’s top holy object. 

The Twelve Red Lotus! 

Not only can this top-notch holy object truly live and flesh the dead, it also has the power to destroy the 

heavens and the earth. 

However, a thousand years ago, there had never been a rumour of a Saintess in the Dunhuang Sacred 

Domain, possessing the Red Lotus Body. 

There was no need for anyone to be able to create this white lotus. 

Feng Wu Huo had never expected to witness it with his own eyes. 

If this news were to be released. 

A great earthquake would be set off in both the martial and medical worlds. 

In this world, another demon had been born! 

Just as Feng Wu Huo was feeling a lot of emotions. 

Lin Mo couldn’t help but frown. 

“Senior Feng Wu Huo, our healing requires absolute concentration.” 

“I hope you’ll cooperate!” 

He wanted to be able to ensure that the process of treating Hatedless was foolproof. 

He had specially rested all night, in order to keep his spirit at its best. 

And before the treatment, he had given a deadly order to Ma Bond. 

No one was to come within a hundred metres of the house. 

To ensure that the whole healing process was not disturbed in any way. 

And even if this Feng Wu Huo was watching from the sidelines, he was still stirring and making noise. 

When Lin Mo said this, Feng Wu Huo couldn’t help but blush. 

He knew in his heart that this kind of divine sense treatment could not be allowed to be done in a sloppy 

manner. 

He had studied medicine for dozens of years, but he had even broken this taboo. 

After some apologies, he once again obediently retreated to the side. 



However, by this time, a frantic ranting had also begun in his heart. 

No matter what, this Dunhuang Holy Maiden must be allowed to join the Seven Deadly Sins. 

The supreme natural talent was one thing. 

On the other hand, once the Seven Deadly Sins had Snow Lotus on board, they would have a bright 

signature. 

One day in the future, the Twelve Red Lilies will come into being. 

Those who follow them will have one more chance to live. 

With this alone, even if the Seven Deadly Sins did not speak up, there would be countless people 

desperately trying to squeeze into the Seven Deadly Sins. 

Wonderful! 

Thinking of this, Feng Wu Huo already had his eyes spreading an uncontrollable light …… 
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Compared to Feng Wu Huo’s frenzied heart, at this time Lin Mo had already frowned …… 

Just after thinking about it for a while, he eventually did not speak out to drive this person away. 

After all, the strength has not been restored, acting with some scruples. 

Lin Mo took a glance at the eight-grade white lotus in Xue Lian’s hand and couldn’t wait to marvel at it. 

Immediately, he opened his mouth and said, “Let’s begin!” 

With this item, Lin Mo to his heart was quite relieved. 

“Mm!” After Snow Lotus responded, she urged the white lotus between her hands. 

The surrounding aura instantly condensed into a mist and continuously drifted towards Lin Wu Hate’s 

body. 

After waiting for the vitality around Hate Free’s body to reach its peak. 

Lin Mo made his move. 

This time, Lin Mo did not dare to use the hanging needles again. 

He took an ordinary silver needle from the needle bag with his own hands. 

He then carefully stabbed it into the Chengguang acupoint on top of Hated’s head. 

With this out acupuncture point being administered. 

Lin Wu Hate’s body, not only did it not get any better, but his vitality fell by a large margin. 

Eh? 



Seeing this phenomenon, Feng Wu Huo’s couldn’t help but stare in disbelief. 

This …… 

It couldn’t be that the wrong medicine had been used. 

From the beginning, he had felt that there was something wrong with the medicinal juice Lin Mo had 

configured. 

Although he had not seen it before, this unfamiliar medicinal juice. 

But good medicine or poison, he could still tell the difference. 

Right now, the changes in Lin Wu Huan’s body made Feng Wu Huo even more certain of what he had 

thought at the beginning. 

This Lin Mo had dispensed the wrong medicine! 

“Should I remind him?” Feng Wu Huo secretly thought to himself. 

This was just the right opportunity to gain goodwill as well. 

Just wait without waiting for him to speak. 

Lin Mo had already dropped a needle once again. 

At this moment, one could only see that Lin Wu Huan’s body had begun to involuntarily twitch. 

The original majestic vitality was like a flood of water that gushed out of his body and dissipated. 

In a mere blink of an eye. 

There was no life left! 

This …… 

Such an operation directly stunned Feng Wu Huo. 

The Chinese medical saint had directly cured a person to death. 

This was too absurd! 

If not for the confirmation of the Dunhuang Sage, Feng Wu Huo would have doubted the authenticity of 

Lin Mo’s identity. 

Time pa*sed by minute by minute. 

The temperature on Lin Wu Huan’s body had begun to drop continuously. 

At this moment, Lin Mo and Xue Lian’s minds were then overwhelmed with tension. 

If time permitted, Lin Mo really did not want the current treatment method. 

But Lin Wu Huan’s had been delayed for too long. 

Even if they brought it back to the Medical Union, there was a better treatment method. 



But the journey was too far. 

With Hate Free’s state it simply wouldn’t last that long. 

There was no choice. 

Lin Mo could only take a risk and try. 

When he took hold of Hate Free’s palm, he found that there was already a cool sensation coming from 

it. 

At this moment, Lin Mo’s mood became incomparably heavy. 

He had originally intended to force Hate Free’s body into a desperate situation. 

In this way, he could stimulate the divine sense. 

As long as the divine sense had the slightest reaction, he would be able to wake it up completely. 

However, from the situation before him, it seemed that he had failed. 

Xue Lian was also anxious in her heart when she saw this. 

“Lin Mo, try and stimulate Hateless, there’s some kind of obsession in front of her body.” 

“Perhaps it can stimulate her!” 

At this moment, Xue Lian’s forehead was already full of sweat, obviously using the eight-grade white 

lotus for a long time to maintain Lin Wuyan’s last trace of life. 

It was a considerable burden for her as well. 

Lin Mo’s eyes lit up at such a reminder. 

This method might be feasible. 

Thinking of this, he hurriedly leaned down. 

“Hateless, you still have a blood feud to avenge!” 

“Wake up, I will bring you revenge!” 

As the words fell, the chilled body still did not move at all, and his divine sense was still dead and 

unresponsive. 

Lin Mo frowned and clenched his teeth. 

If the words of revenge had no effect, how could anything else stimulate this disciple of his. 

The brain raced. 

Lin Mo also began to sweat nervously. 

However, in the next second, he suddenly thought of something 

“Haterless, save me ……” 
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At Lin Mo’s sudden cry for help. 

Xue Lian’s could not help but stare. 

She had warned Lin Mo to use the matter of a hateless heart to stimulate. 

Unexpectedly, Lin Mo had gone straight towards his own disciple to call for help. 

What surprised Xue Lian the most was that after this shout from Lin Mo, Lin Wu Hate’s divine sense 

actually responded. 

“Hurry! Before it’s too late.” Lin Mo did not have a moment of joy and hurriedly urged. 

He was originally in the mindset of trying it out. 

Lin Mo clearly remembered that this precious disciple of his had said. 

He would definitely protect himself in the future. 

Little did he know that what he thought was a child’s words would have become a big deal in his 

disciple’s heart. 

You were not loved for nothing! 

Lin Mo thought with relief, and his hands made a move. 

Between lifts of his hands, no pitch-black Xuan needles were directly suspended in mid-air, lined up 

neatly. 

The Nine Solitary Needles! 

Feng Wu Huo looked at the Xuan Needles in his eyes and couldn’t help but gulp. 

It was another one, the greatest treasure of the healing dao. 

It was made from the Xuan Tian Xuan Iron from outside the sky and forged by the Sage of Craftsmanship 

in China. 

This is the only set in the world. 

Looking at the snow lotus again, Feng Wu Huo suddenly felt sour! 

He had lived most of his life, and had been in the medical profession for 60 to 70 years. 

But there was not a single good thing on his hands that he could hold in his hand. 

And these two youngsters in their early twenties. 

An eight-grade white lotus, and a solitary nine needles! 

Curious! 



Just as Feng Wu Huo was filled with depression, his pupils couldn’t help but shrink. 

It was going to die! 

He had actually seen with his own eyes the long lost top ten needle-casting techniques, the Divine 

Needle of Creation! 

Was this still a human being? 

This kid was the only one who could take advantage of all the good things in the world. 

Lin Mo did not notice the strong sour aura in the room. 

At this moment, he was concentrating on holding the Xuan Needle in his hand. 

As the white lotus released its light again, the Xuan Needle in his hand instantly fell. 

In a matter of moments. 

Not only did Lin Wu Hate’s body rapidly recover its vitality. 

The fluctuations in his divine sense were also becoming more and more apparent. 

Nine needles fell! 

Lin Mo and Xue Lian looked at each other. 

Both of them were already sweating profusely. 

But their faces were already filled with relief. 

Lin Mo’s plan had finally worked! 

The originally unconscious Lin Wu Hao’s eyelashes suddenly trembled at this moment. 

Under the gaze of the three people again, she slowly opened her eyes. 

“Master ……” 

The raw was very small and the breath was weak. 

But Lin Mo could hear it truly. 

“I am here for Master!” 

“Am I dreaming?” Lin Wu Hate asked, his eyes full of confusion. 

“Or are you dead too, Master?” 

With this thought since then, her gaze could not help but become bitterly cold. 

Her last consciousness was still stuck in the moment of her own body’s death. 

Seeing Lin Mo right now, she couldn’t accept it for a moment. 



Lin Mo smiled gently, and after taking out all the silver needles, he threw in another pill to replenish his 

middle energy. 

Only after all this last night did he raise his hand and lightly brush Lin Wu Huan’s forehead. 

“My master has pulled you back from the ghost gate.” 

“Don’t think nonsense, rest well!” 

Lin Wu Hate felt the warm palm on his forehead. 

The eyes also gradually calmed down. 

“It’s good to still see Master!” 

After Lin Wu Huan finished saying this breathlessly, his eyes slowly closed once again. 

This time, Lin Mo was not worried. 

He had wandered between life and death. 

At this moment, Lin Wuyan’s body was extremely weak. 

As long as he slowly recuperated for a period of time, he would be able to recover again. 

Seeing his disciple safe and sound. 

Lin Mo’s hanging heart was also finally relieved. 

“Xue Lian thank you!” 

“If it wasn’t for you, I really wouldn’t have known what to do in this case.” 

Xue Lian’s cheeks couldn’t help but blush as she was stared at by his hot eyes. 

“What’s so polite about it, shouldn’t friends help each other out?” 

She said and subconsciously lowered her head. 
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After an intense treatment. 

Lin Wuyuan’s sunken divine consciousness had been completely awakened. 

Although his body and bones were still weak, there was no longer any major damage. 

As he watched the whole process, Feng Wu Huo’s heart had already raised waves of shock. 

From his initial suspicion, to his admiration now. 

It was as if he had been on a roller-coaster ride. 



Especially after seeing Lin Wu Huan open his eyes, Feng Wu Huo could no longer suppress the shock in 

his heart. 

“Medical Sage Lin, this …… this cured?” 

It was not even too much to call this treatment a return to life from the dead. 

“Or else!” Lin Mo wiped the sweat on his forehead and retorted with a breathless expression. 

However, Lin Mo’s face suddenly turned ugly when he thought of, what Feng Wu Huo had done before. 

“Although I accept your favours, everything still needs to depend on Hatedless’ own opinion!” 

“If senior intends to rob it by force, junior will only be offended!” 

Underneath the stern tone, there was a faint murderous intent interspersed. 

His own disciples, as long as they didn’t cause trouble for one side, no matter what decision they made. 

Lin Mo was all for it. 

However, if someone thought of forcing Hate Free, Lin Mo would make the other party pay even if he 

had to use up the last two lands of his heart’s blood. 

When Feng Wu Huo heard this, he waved his hand repeatedly. 

“Medical Sage Lin has misunderstood!” 

“I was in a moment of haste earlier and lost my mind!” 

After explaining, he continued. 

“I myself am also supportive, of Medical Saint Lin’s attitude.” 

“To add or not to join the Seven Deadly Sins, we still have to respect his own opinion!” 

Er …… 

His attitude like this was a bit baffling to Lin Mo Lin Mo. 

This old man, one moment east, one moment west, what in the end is he plotting! 

Of course, no matter what, Lin Mo would not believe Feng Wu Huo’s nonsense. 

He would never let down his guard against the people of the Seven Deadly Sins. 

Just as Lin Mo was pondering. 

Feng Wu Huo also made a shocking move. 

He flicked his sleeves and straightened his clothes. 

He then arched his hand and bent towards the two of them, Lin Mo Xue Lian. 

“After seeing the medical skills of Medical Saint Lin and Holy Maiden Xue Lian, I realised that I have 

learnt all my skills as a dog.” 



“Therefore, I have an unrequited request.” 

“I hope to follow the two of you and learn properly!” 

Hearing these words. 

Lin Mo and Xue Lian looked at each other with faces full of incomprehension. 

What kind of demon was this old man doing again? 

It was just that looking at his serious gaze, it didn’t look like he was joking. 

It was hard to believe that he had really been stung by his own medical skills. 

To be able to pull off this old face! 

Thinking of this, Lin Mo hurriedly shook off his head, instantly dispelling this absurd thought in his mind. 

“Senior Feng Wu Huo, are you serious?” 

He asked tentatively. 

Feng Wu Huo raised his head, his face still incredibly serious. 

“Old man swears that I really want to learn a thing or two from the two of you.” 

“Or let me go off the rails and die!” 

With a colourful tone, he made a poisonous oath without hesitation. 

Especially that sincere gaze, which vaguely revealed anticipation. 

Lin Mo couldn’t help but frown at this. 

To be able to make an oath with his martial dao was indeed proof of the old man’s sincerity. 

Only Lin Mo still would not let down his guard because of this. 

“What do you think?” Lin Mo asked. 

After a few seconds of hesitation, Xue Lian gave his answer. 

“Don’t you owe someone a ride as a favour?” 

“If you let allow this senior Feng Wu Huo, wouldn’t it be just the right part to pay back!” 

When she said that, Lin Mo also felt that there was a bit of truth to it. 

Anyway, as long as he watched Hate Free well. 

This old man couldn’t do anything wrong here. 

“Alright then, senior, surprisingly you are willing, then just follow.” 

“However, I am not responsible for teaching!” 

Think of it as returning some of the favor! 



Lin Mo thought silently. 

What he didn’t know was that at this moment, Feng Wu Huo’s heart was astonished and happy to 

speak. 

His eyes were also filled with searing heat! 
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Feng Wu Huo had a brainwave of wanting to follow Lin Mo and Xue Lian. 

In fact, it was also a genuine desire to come to see from them, so as to expand his medical insights. 

Of course the main reason was to get to know the duo better so that they could be recruited into the 

Seven Deadly Sins. 

If these three demons were to join them in unison. 

The Seven Deadly Sins would definitely take off in the future. 

If everything went smoothly, even Pan could climb up to the world’s top power. 

Lin Mo did not know what Feng Wu Huo was thinking. 

By agreeing to let the old man follow, it was just to repay a part of his favour. 

Just when a few people were having different thoughts. 

Outside the house, the horse gang’s eyes were already red with anxiety. 

Between pacing back and forth, he stared intently this way. 

The ground was ploughed out in a clear trail by his footsteps. 

The top of his head had been balded by a large chunk of his own grip. 

“Godfather, it’s dying over there!” 

“It’s not possible, I’ll go and call Mr. Lin, we can’t wait any longer!” 

Faced with the urging of his men, Ma Bangde, with red eyes, kicked the man straight over. 

“D*mn it, don’t I know?” 

“Hurry up, hurry up, hurry up your mother!” 

“If something happens to Hatedless, can you afford to take charge?” 

Although his heart was racing, Lin Mo had given a deadly order that no one was to be disturbed. 

Moreover, Ma Bangde also knew that it was now a critical moment to treat Lin Wu Huan. 

Right now, he could only, pray that Lin Mo would save Lin Wu Huan as soon as possible. 



The swordsman who had been kicked over, patted his buttocks and said with a determined expression. 

“We’re all going to die anyway, I’ll go knock on the door!” 

“Knock on your sister!” 

With a fierce glint in his eye, Ma Bond grabbed his man by the back of his collar. 

“Don’t you dare go over there, I’ll get you killed right now!” 

At this moment he was also red-eyed! 

Just as he was burning with rage, three figures suddenly came out of the house. 

After Lin Mo heard the commotion downstairs, he walked down with Xue Lian. 

As soon as he appeared, not far away, Ma Bangde immediately darted to him 

“Mr. Lin, the situation is not good.” 

“The first batch of people who were infected are dying.” 

Hearing this news, Lin Mo’s originally soothing mood was suddenly wrapped in a thick layer of gloom. 

“Hurry up and take me there!” 

…… 

At the front line of District 3, the Turbine Green Gang’s compound. 

As soon as Lin Mo’s group got close, the sound of dense and violent coughing rang out in his ears. 

As they looked around. 

Throughout the entire compound, there were members of the Turbid Green Gang who were constantly 

coughing. 

Many of them had coughed out blood. 

Worse still, there were quite a few people who, after a violent coughing fit, directly collapsed onto the 

ground, looking depressed. 

Lin Mo looked at the crowd that kept moving in front of him and frowned deeply. 

“What’s going on? Didn’t they already order everyone to be quarantined?” 

Where was the quarantine here. 

Within sight, there were people constantly walking back and forth, without any concerns at all. 

Ma Bangde shook his head with a bitter smile and let out a long sigh. 

“Mr Lin, you don’t know anything.” 

“The Clear Turbidity Gang’s premises have gone completely out of control.” 



“Everyone, including Wang Changxing, has all been infected.” 

Lin Mo hadn’t expected that in the few days he had been unconscious. 

The infectious disease had spread so quickly. 

“Take me first, and go see those people!” 

Things had reached such a point that isolation no longer made any sense. 

By the time a few people arrived, a special quarantine zone was in place. 

Lin Mo’s heart sank to a low level once again. 

Within sight, there were already people lying on the ground, lifeless. 

Under this contagious disease, cases of death had appeared. 

After the unusual side, the situation of the Clear Turbine Gang members who could still breathe inside 

the tent was not too good either. 

The people lying on top of the sickbeds were by now dying. 

They were only coughing and shivering, twitching their bodies and looking in pain. 
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Coming to the deepest part of the special isolation zone. 

At this moment, Lin Mo also saw Wang Changxing, who was extremely ill. 

At this moment, although he was still in a clear state of mind, his face was already weak to the extreme. 

“Mr. Lin …… cough cough!” 

After just one greeting, blood coughed out of the corner of his mouth. 

“Old King lie down, don’t move around!” 

Lin Mo quickly stepped forward and took out a few silver needles and stuck them directly into Wang 

Changxing’s chest cavity. 

Only after a while did Wang Changxing stop coughing, and his face looked a few degrees better. 

“Phew, it’s been a long time since I’ve been this relieved!” He took a big breath with a relaxed face. 

“As expected of Mr. Lin, this hand of healing is really superb.” 

In the face of his praise, Lin Mo did not have a lot of human reaction. 

Only he himself knew that this seemingly recovered state of Wang Changxing at the moment was only 

temporary. 



To treat this mysterious infectious disease, one had to take a special potion internally in order to cure it 

at its root. 

“Come over with me later, as long as you are by my side, I can suppress this D*mned contagious disease 

for you!” 

Only when faced with such a proposal from Lin Mo, Wang Changxing refused with a resolute expression. 

“Forget it!” 

“I’ll just stay here!” 

After saying this, he once again took a deep breath, seeming to exceptionally cherish the feeling of being 

able to breathe freely in front of him. 

Hearing this, Ma Bangde’s face darkened. 

“Old Wang, you’re out of your mind.” 

“This state of a pulmonary consumptive, you’re still obsessed with it.” 

Stimulated by him like this, Wang Changxing also instantly came to temper. 

“You grizzly, what the hell do you know!” 

“Can’t you see what’s going on in this station?” 

“I’m personally sitting in the town, and even the people are restless!” 

“If I were to leave, who could control them?” 

As soon as these words were spoken, Ma Bangde was immediately dumbfounded. 

As a fellow powerhouse, he knew best what Wang Changxing was thinking. 

Before life and death matters, many people managed whether they were sect masters or gang masters. 

The fact that the Qing Turbid Gang did not riot was already a great skill of Wang Changxing’s. 

“Mr. Lin, you guys go back!” 

Wang Changxing let out a long sigh. 

“Instead of living alone, I’d rather think about accompanying my group of untalented brothers!” 

“As long as I still have a breath of air, the Turbid Youth Cla*s cannot be in chaos!” 

At this moment, Lin Mo naturally understood what he was thinking. 

Without his presence, this group of dying people of the Turbid Green Clan would definitely riot. 

Right now, it was a time when people were on edge. 

If the Turbid Green Clan were to riot, it would definitely drive the entire front line, millions of people. 

This is precisely why. 



Even though Wang Changxing was already gravely ill, he still had to hold down the fort here. 

“I know!” Lin Mo’s face was heavy as he nodded his head. 

“I will develop a medicine to deal with this infectious disease as soon as possible.” 

Wang Changxing nodded, “Then I’ll be waiting for Mr. Lin’s good news!” 

“If, I mean if!” 

“If I don’t make it, at that time!” 

“Mr. Lin also asks that you, out of the kindness of your heart, give the brothers under my hands a way to 

live!” 

As he said this, his gaze couldn’t help but redden. 

Once the turbid green gang had a riot. 

It would definitely usher in an iron-blooded suppression, and when the time came, those who knew 

about the chaos would not end up well. 

This was also Wang Changxing, leaving a way back for his men. 

“Don’t worry, you can’t die, wait for me!” 

Lin Mo replied through clenched teeth. 

With that, he clasped his hands with his fist, his face in respect, and curved his body towards Wang 

Changxing in a salute. 

“Go and go, all this is a sin brought about by our Turbid Green Gang!” 

Wang Changxing waved his hand. 

“Mr. Lin, everything depends on you!” 

He said as he lay down again, looking as resigned as he could be. 

He hadn’t f*cked over, the Lawrence family yet! 

After Lin Mo nodded, without any hesitation, he led a few people to leave the place with quick steps. 

Not far out, there was a violent coughing sound behind him …… 
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“Money flower two coins, water fragrant vine one coin ……” 

Under Lin Mo’s methodical command, Xue Lian continuously threw various herbs into the medicine pot 

in front of her. 

As the dazzling red flame leapt up, the impurities were instantly refined. 



A whole furnace of herbs slowly turned into liquid. 

After commanding the snow lotus, Lin Mo turned his head to look at Feng Wu Huo again. 

The matter was urgent, so Lin Mo also temporarily put aside his preconceptions and let the old man join 

in. 

“Senior, you follow the prescription you just made, reduce the ingredients by 10% and open the 

furnace!” 

As soon as the words left his mouth, Feng Wu Huo immediately moved his hand. 

With him being several rounds older than Lin Mo. 

However, in terms of medical skills, there was no comparison between the two sides. 

It wasn’t that he hadn’t studied that mysterious infectious disease. 

Only it turned out to be a whole lot of confusion to himself. 

Not only had he seen this contagious disease, he couldn’t even find the source of it. 

Not to mention the treatment. 

On the other hand, Lin Mo and Xue Lian’s medical skills immediately came to the fore. 

This pair of young boys and girls discussed and researched for an afternoon. 

They had quickly deduced the pathology of this unheard of infectious disease. 

And they had already started to try to develop a targeted elixir. 

During the whole process, Feng Wu Huo was simply bewildered by what he heard. 

Secretly, he felt as if he was a primary school student listening to an academic exchange between two 

university teachers. 

Thinking of this, Feng Wu Huo’s hand movements could not help but speed up a few points. 

His medical attainment had already been left behind by the two youngsters. 

If he couldn’t keep up with the level of medicine refining, then he would really be ashamed to meet 

others. 

With the two pill furnaces firing at the same time. 

Lin Mo also began his work. 

Taking the medicinal juice that had already been refined before, he gently dabbed a bit of it with the tip 

of a needle. 

The needle tip was then placed again after the blood of the source of the disease, Qiao Mu. 

After all of this last night, Lin Mo immediately cast the Six Senses of the Spirit Technique and carefully 

observed the changes in the blood. 



A long time pa*sed. 

A sigh of relief then came from within the room. 

When the duo of Xue Lian and Feng Wu Xiu heard this movement, their hearts couldn’t help but sink. 

It had failed again! 

They had been in this state for a day and a night. 

Two people were refining the medicine and one was testing the effectiveness. 

It was just that this contagious disease was extremely bizarre. 

After Lin Mo had clearly understood the pathology of the disease, he and Xue Lian had immediately 

deduced the herbs to be used for treatment. 

However, when they really started, they found that the pills they had made were effective. 

However, the effect was not obvious. 

In desperation, Lin Mo could only keep changing the ingredients of the herbs. 

The state of the three of them at this moment was like using countless keys to try to open this invisible 

lock one by one. 

It was only after repeated failed attempts. 

Lin Mo’s emotions also became heavier and heavier. 

Right now, more than two million lives were in his hands at the front line of the three circles. 

Without wasting a single second. 

There was no telling how many more people would die on the front line! 

This was a race between life and time. 

After Snow Lotus and Feng Wu Huo had finished refining their pills. 

Lin Mo began another attempt. 

However, the result remained the same. 

It was still a failure! 

“Is there no way out?” Xue Lian asked with a tired expression. 

Continuously refining pills for a long period of time was also a considerable wear and tear on her. 

Lin Mo shook his head in disappointment. 

“The medicinal theory is clearly capable of suppressing this infectious disease!” 

“But once tested, the results are indeed patriarchally poor.” 



“It always feels as if a key factor is missing!” 

After fumbling around for so many times, Lin Mo, in the dark, always felt that there was something 

missing among the herbs. 

Only no matter how much he checked, there was still nothing to be found. 

It was like looking for the moon in water. 

It was clearly right in front of him, but there was no way to succeed. 

This feeling seemed to be driving one crazy, very torturous …… 
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Inside the room, silence reigned. 

The three of them looked at the dense medicinal juice in front of them, and their minds turned heavy 

beyond measure. 

The whole incident had nothing to do with Feng Wu Huo though. 

But when he was fully involved in it, he could not accept this failed solution either. 

Was there really no way out? 

Under this heaven, could there really be an insoluble disease? 

Feng Wu Huo asked himself secretly in his heart. 

But such doubts were quickly dismissed by himself. 

Not long ago, he had witnessed the resurrection of the dead! 

Could there be a more astounding miracle in the world than this? 

Thinking of this, he subconsciously thought of Lin Wu Huan’s figure. 

In the next second, an aura suddenly flashed through Feng Wu Huo’s mind. 

“Doctor Sage Lin, does this unknown contagion only work on people below half-step Zongzi?” 

Lin Mo was unsure, but still subconsciously nodded his head. 

“That’s right!” 

“The two Half-step Patriarchs from our three districts have personally tested it.” 

After receiving such an answer, Feng Wu Huo instantly burst into laughter. 

“Hahahaha, I know!” 

“Medical Sage Lin, I know what that key factor is!” 



Just as Lin Mo and Xue Lian were confused, they only saw Feng Wu Xiu raise his hand and point towards 

the first floor. 

“That disciple of yours isn’t a half-step Patriarch, is he!” 

The moment these words were spoken. 

Lin Mo’s gaze lit up as he instantly reacted. 

After Lin Wu Huan had learned that he had been captured before, she had directly crossed the front line 

of the third district to find herself. 

Later, after she had fallen unconscious, she had once again been on the frontline and strolled around a 

great deal. 

With such repetition, it was surprising that she was still not infected. 

This was enough to explain a lot. 

Thinking of this, Lin Mo immediately rushed to the room where Lin Wu Huan was. 

After checking her body quickly, Lin Mo confirmed that there was no problem. 

Only then did he take out the silver needle and remove a drop of blood from Lin Wuyan’s body. 

Without stopping, he returned to the laboratory on the ground floor. 

Once again, Lin Mo began to test the medicinal juice that had already been refined. 

Only this time, Lin Mo added a little bit of Lin Wuyan’s blood to it. 

As the silver needle fell in. 

The original grey-black blood immediately reacted. 

In just a few moments, the grey-black blood turned bright red and was no different from normal people. 

“It worked. ……” 

…… 

The outer world. 

After a day and a night. 

Not only the Clear Turbidity Gang, but also several other forces’ residences, had similarly experienced 

deaths. 

As they watched their companions beside them fall. 

More and more people couldn’t help but panic. 

If they were to go out and kill the enemy, they would not even blink an eye if they had to die together. 



But at the moment, the process of waiting for death after knowing that they are ill is not something that 

the average person can bear. 

Finally. 

Some of the members of the force couldn’t hold out. 

They collapsed! 

Under the chain reaction, this collapse was also spreading not only. 

“Sect Leader, Sect Leader, it’s not good.” 

“Many brothers are charging the barrier set up by our Blade Sect!” 

A swordsman hurriedly approached Ma Bangde who was making arrangements for the front line. 

“What?” 

Hearing this news, Ma Bangde immediately put down the work in his hands. 

At the first opportunity, he rushed to the isolation zone that the Knife Sect had previously set up to 

block the front line from the great rear. 

By the time Ma Bangde arrived, there was a crowd of people in front of him. 

There were people from every power present among them. 

A rough estimate was that there were more than 100,000 people. 

The swordsmen in front of them, on the other hand, were just under four thousand. 

Seeing that a clash was about to break out between the twin rebels. 

Immediately, Ma Bangde came to the centre of the double rebel confrontation. 

“Is this rebellion of yours?” He spoke in a deep voice. 

Faced with the fierce and fierce Ma Bond, the crowd couldn’t help but shrink their necks. 

Only not all the heat was the same. 

“Master Ma, I know I’m dying myself ……” 
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The front line was separated from the rear. 

A number of people stood out in the face of Ma Bond’s obstruction. 

“Instructor Ma, I know we’re going to die!” 

The leader of the group, while coughing up blood, begged. 



“Death, my door is not afraid, but before we die, we just want to see our last family!” 

The process of waiting for death was in itself a violent torture. 

The only thoughts and reliance these dying men had at the moment was on their families at the back. 

When Ma Bangde heard such a request, his original fierce aura disappeared in an instant and turned 

into one of helplessness. 

“I understand your feelings.” 

“But now that you have gone to the rear, the contagion will be carried over with you.” 

“In the end, it will only kill your families!” 

After saying this, Ma Bond just felt his strength drained from his body instantly. 

All those present were good men who had met the three districts and thrown their heads and blood. 

But before they died, they could not even fulfil such a request to see their own families. 

How sad it was! 

Along with Ma Bangde, he told this cruel truth. 

Howls rang out instantly from the scene. 

“I’ve only just married my wife!” 

“My child has only just been born, I can’t even see my own father’s face.” 

“Mom and Dad, my son is unfilial and can’t see you one last time ……” 

Between the cries, there were constantly people kneeling on the ground, kowtowing heavily towards 

the large back of the residential area. 

The sad atmosphere rendered the whole isolated area. 

But all those present had tears in their eyes. 

Even Ma Bond, whose eyes were completely wet at this point, was no exception. 

Although his heart was full of resentment, there was nothing he could do. 

If there had been another way to stop the group, he would not have told the cruel truth. 

But the situation at hand was no longer up to him. 

It only took one person, to escape to the rear. 

The entire neighbourhood would be infected and the entire third district would be buried with them. 

Right now, they could only pray that Lin Mo would finish the development as soon as possible. 

Understanding the harsh reality. 



Some gradually calmed down and sat on the ground with a dishevelled face. 

Yet there were others who became even more frantic and paranoid. 

With suppressed emotions, Ma Bond was just about to evacuate the scene. 

But several figures suddenly emerged from the crowd. 

These few people’s eyes were red and madness was already written in their eyes. 

“I don’t care, let me through, I want to see my newborn son.” 

“Get out of the way, my parents are still waiting for me to go back to my old age!” 

Knowing full well that crossing this quarantine zone would only bring disaster to their families. 

But there are those who have had a complete emotional breakdown. 

Their heart’s defences collapsed and their family was called their last obsession. 

Their minds have gone mad, completely reckless. 

What’s even more frightening is that with these few people leading the way. 

More and more people, their emotions were infected. 

The scene, which had just calmed down, suddenly became frantic. 

There were people coming to the isolation zone of the Knife Sect, pushing and shoving the knife-

fighters. 

“Hurry up and let us through!” 

“I want to go home and meet my parents!” 

As more and more people rushed in front of them, the pressure on the swordsmen increased. 

The large swords in their hands were also gripped tighter and tighter. 

They could only cast a questioning glance towards the sect master as they could not get past the hurdle 

in their hearts in the face of the group of brothers in arms. 

Ma Bangde’s brow furrowed and his forehead was full of blue veins. 

This group of people in front of him was not at all at fault. 

It was only a desire to see their families before they died. 

All that was wrong was this D*mned epidemic. 

As he watched the quarantine belt falter, Mabundu finally couldn’t help himself. 

After a cursing cry, he hissed at the top of his voice. 

“Anyone who dares to cross this quarantine belt, kill without mercy ……” 
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The quarantine zone is the only protective net in the great backwater. 

In the face of this epidemic, the martial artists are vulnerable. 

Not to mention the ordinary inhabitants of the rear. 

It was out of this situation that Mabond was ruthless. 

No matter how much he sympathised with them, there was no way he would let any of the infected 

pa*s. 

With a command from Mabunde. 

The thousands of swordsmen waved their large swords in their hands and their aura became bitterly 

cold. 

“Those who go further will be killed without mercy!” 

The loud and clear warning voice shot up to the clouds. 

The serious faces signalled that they were not intimidating, the companions in front of them. 

If these 100,000 or so infected people took one more step forward. 

They would really swing the machetes in the hands of their men. 

However, these infected were already in an emotional meltdown, driven on by the atmosphere of the 

scene, and their minds were in a state of fire. 

The only thing on their minds was to go home and see their families one last time. 

And even if there were people who were apprehensive, they wanted to stop in their tracks. 

But behind them, others were crowding forward. 

So it was. 

In the face of that cold blade. 

The huge procession did not have the slightest intention of stopping. 

The scene had fallen into complete chaos. 

When Ma Bangde saw this, his big teeth gnashed. 

“Give me a halt!” 

Although his voice was loud, it had no effect at all in the face of the chaotic and noisy scene. 

The two sides were about to collide. 

Ma Bangde glanced down at the residential area behind him, and his expression turned cold. 



There were some things that could not be done by him! 

“Make your move!” 

As soon as the words fell, the swordsmen glanced at each other. 

In the next second, they raised the great big swords in their hands high. 

Once they fell, thousands of people would die here. 

Just as the killing was about to begin. 

Not far away, a cry suddenly came. 

“Stop!” 

Along with the sound, a gust of wind suddenly kicked up between the swordsmen and the infected. 

The sky was filled with dust, so confusing that the crowd could not open their eyes at all. 

Coupled with the strong wind, both sides involuntarily retreated backwards. 

They waited until there was enough distance between the swordsmen and the infected. 

Only then did the gust of wind calm down. 

As the dust cleared, Lin Mo’s figure appeared in front of the crowd. 

Behind him were Feng Wuhuo, who was waiting for him, and Xuelian, who had created the gale. 

Ma Bangde couldn’t help but let out a huge sigh of relief after seeing the visitor. 

“Mr. Lin, you’ve finally arrived!” 

Lin Mo nodded slightly in greeting. 

He then turned around and looked at the group of infected people who had lost their minds in front of 

him. 

At this moment, the crowd’s eyes were already red. 

Their eyes were filled with madness. 

Many of the people present had not seen Lin Mo before, so naturally they did not know his identity. 

As they watched the fierce wind stop, the crowd looked left and right for a while. 

Many people started to move again, ready to break through the barrier. 

Seeing this, Lin Mo also made hesitation and directly raised the bottle in his hand high in the air. 

“Everyone, there is no need to panic, the antidote for the contagious disease has already been 

researched.” 

“You guys don’t need to be worried anymore!” 



Although the voice was not loud, as long as the people present heard it truly. 

For a moment, the agitated scene fell silent. 

As the crowd cast their heads and ears, murmurs rang out. 

“Is it really true?” 

“Who is this man how come I’ve never seen him before?” 

“The antidote is available, are we saved?” 

Although the words were full of doubt, many people’s emotions, upon hearing Lin Mo’s words, gradually 

calmed down. 

In their eyes, they also took on a trace of hope. 

At this moment, there were a few people in the crowd who glanced at each other. 

After exchanging messages with each other, one of them stood out directly. 

“Don’t believe them. ……” 

 


